Vw bug fuel line routing

Fuel Line Description. These rot after some years, and can swell inside and block, or else easily
kink. These rubber pieces, front to rear, are as follows -. In the Super Beetle, this short rubber
section of fuel line has a filter in it. This rubber section allows the engine to rock on it's mounts
without tugging on the line you can't use a solid line from body to engine. Final section of metal
line near the gearbox and through the firewall and around the left side of the engine;. See Fuel
Filter for further discussion. Some VW owners have replaced the last section of metal line with a
longer rubber line from the body line near the gearbox all the way to the fuel pump. Whether the
line is metal or rubber, our concern with fuel safety centers on the hole in the engine tinware
through which the fuel line passes. As the engine vibrates during normal operation, the fuel line
rubs against the edges of the hole, and over time a hole in the fuel line may develop. With the 3
spark plug and the hot exhaust manifold nearby, this is a major cause of engine fires. Fuel Line
Discussion. Dave responded - Of most concern is the nearby ignition source. The flash point of
gasoline is VERY low and of course it is very volatile, which means that it will ignite very easily
given an ignition source. Question continued - I'm assuming someone cut the stock line
shorter. In this case, what would you recommend I do? Additional insulation, or should I thread
a matching metal line to it? I never took notice of the type of metal on the stock line, but it looks
like it could be flared, with an o-ring and connector This is that impossible to find steel line that
routes the fuel thru the front firewall engine tin, to the fuel pump. It has fuel hose 5mm at either
end. Be sure to put a grommet around this where it goes thru the sheetmetal so the sheetmetal
doesn't saw thru it look at the one you have now. The following problem was posed to Rob - I'm
having a problem with my car. The other day I went down and washed my engine. Now it won't
start. The ignition is working fine, so now I'm questioning the fuel system. The fuel pump is
working fine Also gas is coming out of the bottom of the engine from unknown location How
could washing the engine screw this up so bad! Check all the rubber fuel lines. It's possible that
you disturbed an old piece of line with the cleaning pressure cleaner - brush etc. If the line near
the gearbox leaks, the pump will suck air and won't fill the carby. You're sure the fuel pump is
working? Remove the line from the carby top, point it into a jar or away from the engine and get
someone to crank for a few seconds. Got a nice squirt-squirt of fuel? Then the pump is working.
Check the oil - is the level very high, or is there any smell of fuel?. It could be that the
diaphragm in the pump is holed and is leaking fuel into the sump. Did you remove the rubber
lines from the pump? They are easy to get mixed up - try reversing them if you didn't get any
fuel flow. Many of the squat round fuel pumps are "reverse plumbed" - the inlet from the tank is
on top and the outlet to the carb is the lower line. Regarding the "how could washing the engine
screw it up" comment Washing itself is a good idea, it's just that you might disturb something
that was about to let go anyway like old rubber fuel lines for example. The genuine cotton
covered VW type line is much better and with the cotton covering working like a clamp, you
don't really need metal clamps either that's how VW made them. The cotton covering on VW fuel
lines is both great and problematic. It provides a natural clamp so you don't really need metal
clamps. Just try pulling the line straight off and you'll see how difficult it is -- you have to twist
and pull at the same time. But that covering WILL hide a rotting line until it's too late. Have a
good look at the very end of each line - any cracking there will tell you it's time to change the
fuel lines. It's always a good precaution to replace all four sections of rubber line about every
five years. I strongly recommend cloth braided fuel hose. Every 6 months, you should inspect it!
Leaking fuel hose is the 1 cause of those smoldering VWs you see on the side of the road. Don't
be a statistic! Rob relates the following experience - I've had a fuel smell in the car for a couple
of days. I decided it was the rubber line over the gearbox, since it was worse with the heaters on
drips near the left heat exchanger. And the engine rubber lines are fine. And so I had to lie on
the ground with cars whizzing past in the dark whilst I jammed the perished end back on, almost
burned my hand on the heat exchanger, and had fuel pouring down my arm -- lots of fun! I didn't
have much fuel in the tank, and no money in my pocket, but got it on and got home with a sniff
left in the tank. I found a piece of plastic tube to use until I can get the right stuff. The smell's
gone. Someone wrote - I got a new gas tank and decided to start my tank replacement project,
but I can't find the fuel line anywhere! I only find the piece coming out of the tunnel at the front
of the car that connects to the tank Rob responded - That piece should be poking out the top of
the tunnel just under the tank. The person continued - I have no fuel line coming out the back I
have crawled under the car and looked on the left side back by the transmission where it should
be and don't see a thing. Rob responded - That's where is should be -- it comes out just to the
left of the gearbox, close to the clutch cable. There should be a hole there. And the tube would
PROBABLY be visible through the coupler hole under the back seat -- it should be under the
clutch cable tube on the left side of the tunnel. Have a look at this site for pictures of the inside
of the VW tunnel. This Web site shows pictures of two Bugs dissected big pics so they may take
a moment to download. Question continued - I read some stuff about how gas that sits for a

long time gets gummy and decided that I should probably just change the whole fuel line. Rob
responded - Yes, old fuel will go gummy. If you can find the fuel line it can be cleared either with
compressed air, or if really blocked, with a long length of piano wire or similar stiff wire. Just
poke it through or, if it's really blocked, grind one end to an angle make a tiny chisel-end and
put the wire in a variable-speed drill and spin it slowly while forcing it through. Once you have a
hole of any size right through you can fill it with carburetor cleaner, cover the holes either end
so it doesn't evaporate and leave it for a couple of days, then blow it out with compressed air or
run the wire through it a few times to clear out any gummy residue. If you have to replace the
line altogether, probably the best way is to use steel line under the car. Copper line would work
too, but is softer so more subject to damage. The screws won't project too far inside the car
hopefully the tips will be hidden under the carpet or else you might need to trim them with a
grinder , and. You need to end any new line near the gearbox left side gearbox yoke is the best
place and run a rubber line to the engine so it can rock on it's mounts without pulling on a solid
line. You can either run the flexible line right to the fuel pump with a protective grommet
through the tinware or use the original style steel line around the left side of the engine and just
have a rubber section joining it to the body line and the fuel pump. Design by Erin. Rob
responded - Here's some stuff to check: Check all the rubber fuel lines. John Connolly
Aircooled. Net advises- I strongly recommend cloth braided fuel hose. Toggle navigation
Currently, we do not offer those. Purchase the Flare tools through Amazon here. Eliminate the
gas smell from your engine compartment. Eliminate the possible engine fires. Eliminate the
week links and improve the looks of your VW project with this do-it-yourself hardline fuel kit
from Airkewld. We call them, Finished Lines. This will do all the fuel lines needed in the engine
bay that is not running a stock fuel pump application. You will need a soft line from the back of
the tin union to the chassis fuel line outlet. The kit comes with everything you see in the picture.
Carb fittings B nuts Sleeves Tee Gauge adapter Liquid filled psi gauge Tin union with nut 2x
mandrel bent carb lines 1x center line 1x drop down line You will need a cutting device of some
kind, we recommend a tubing cutter. You will need a 37 degree flaring tool as well. Check our
tool section if you don't already have them. Add to cart. What color fittings? Black Blue. Flaring
Tools - Reviewer: jason rogone from phoenix, AZ United States. Awesome kit. Amazing product
and outstanding customer service. View All Customer Reviews. Beetle , Ghia , Bus , Type 3 ,
Thing Metric Worm Drive mm Hose Clamp. In this video, we are going to address most all the
problems that can cause a VW Beetle to smell like fuel inside the car. Whether it be because of
the ethanol in today's fuel, or simple age and deterioration. In one case you may simply be
annoyed with the smell and the worst case the leaks can cause a fire. Because we are working
with gasoline, it is important to do this job in a well ventilated area. We shouldn't have to remind
you that gasoline is flammable so please no open flames and keep a fire extinguisher handy. We
will start at the top of the fuel system by simply replacing the gas cap and work our way back to
the carburetor. With the old gas cap off we can see some cracks in the seal, so it wasn't exactly
a bad idea. With the hood open, pull off the fuel tank breather and vent line. Our hose is well
worn and not held in tightly so we can pull it off by hand despite the original clamps being
intact. With the hose pulled off the assembly, twist the original crimp clamps with a pair of pliers
to break them. With all the clamps removed, save the breather T and toss the rest. Next the fuel
filler hoses and steel sleeve can be removed, by loosening the hose clamps and twisting the
hoses off the tank, the body filler, and the sleeve. Now with a small section of breather hose at
the top of the breather and a longer section at the bottom, mock up the hose and ensure that the
hose will not be kinked when running from the vent port on the filler to the port in the tank. Mark
both ends of the hoses and cut them to length. Install on the new hose clamps, and press the
hose ends in place at the body and the tank. Make sure that the breather T points up and tighten
all the hose clamps. Now install all the fuel filler hoses. Note that the new hose section comes in
one long piece and will need to be cut in half. Slide the hose clamps in place over the two filler
hoses. Push one section onto the filler port on the fuel tank and slide the steel sleeve onto that
hose. Slide the other section of hose onto the sleeve and position it inline onto the filler port
then slide the hose into place at the body. Make sure that the steel sleeve is positioned correctly
in place between the two hoses and then tighten all the hose clamps. Next, the vent hose can be
attached to the T, routed up in a loop, and routed around the back side of the fuel tank and cut
to length, then slid in place on the vent port on the side of the tank. The last item on the top side
of the tank to address is the fuel tank sending unit seal. Make sure that the top of the tank is
clean as you don't want the dirt or debris to drop into the tank. Disconnect the sending unit
wire, unscrew the 5 screws and remove them along with their washers and set them aside.
Remove the sending unit noting that the lever on the sending unit points towards the driver's
side of the car. Discard the old gasket from the sending unit and set the new gasket in place
noting the orientation of the screw holes. The holes are not symmetrical so the gasket will not

line up with the holes from the tank unless it's turned to the proper position. Re-install the
sending unit and thread the 5 screws, with the washers in place, and tighten them. Re-connect
the sending unit wire and all the work in the trunk is complete. The next step is underneath the
fuel tank. It's going to be easiest to jack up the front or right side of the car so you can pull off
the right side front wheel. Make sure you use wheel chalks and jack stands whenever you jack
up your VW. An old rag or a fuel safe drain pan is also helpful to catch any leaking fuel. With the
wheel off we can see that the existing hose is seeping at the tank outlet. Since our tank is
currently full, we will have to be as quick as possible when changing this hose. First we have a
new replacement hose about 12 inches long ready to install with clamps slid in place. With an
appropriate sized bolt, or in our case a nut driver bit ready, we loosen the clamp from the old
hose at the chassis and remove the hose. Stick the bolt or bit in place to keep the hose from
leaking too much. After seeing that the fuel line to chassis grommet is in place and in good
shape, the new hose is slid on to the steel line at the chassis, and the clamp can be tightened.
Next comes the tricky part. Loosen the clamp at the fuel tank; pull off the old fuel hose as
quickly as possible. Slide the new fuel hose into place and tighten that clamp. You can see here
that there will be fuel spilt afterwards so keep an old rag or two handy for cleaning up. Re-install
the wheel and lower the car back down. Move around to the rear of the car, and after chalking
the appropriate wheels, jack up the left side or the rear of the car and set it on jack stands so we
can access the fuel line at the rear left of the chassis next to the transmission. At this point,
every fuel hose you pull off will probably have fuel in it so have some rags or drain pan ready.
Remove the stock fuel hose at the chassis and use a small section of hose, with a bolt or a nut
driver bit used to plug it, to cap off the steel line to prevent it from leaking at the chassis. We
also see at this point that the fuel line chassis grommet at the rear is in good shape, so it does
not need to be replaced. Either under the car or in the back left side of the engine compartment,
disconnect the hose from the steel line that passes through the engine tin at the firewall. In the
engine compartment disconnect the hose and steel line from the fuel pump. Pull that assembly
out, and use those old hoses as a guide to cut the new hoses to length. Slide them onto the
steel line and clamp the hoses to the steel line. Feed the line back into the engine compartment
through the firewall tin at the back. Connect the short end of the hose to the fuel pump and
tighten the hose clamp. Back underneath the car, slide a hose clamp in place on the new hose.
Pull the plug off of the fuel line at the chassis and push the new hose on and tighten the hose
clamp. Now the car can be pulled off jack stands or after the job is complete in the engine
compartment, as nothing else needs to be done underneath the car. In the engine compartment
disconnect the fuel hose leading to the carburetor from the fuel pump. In our case we just
installed a new carburetor a few weeks ago, so we know the hose from the filter to the carb is in
good shape. Otherwise we would disconnect the hose from the carburetor at this point. With the
new fuel filter clamp in place on the feed line to the carburetor, the new fuel hose is clamped to
the fuel pump. Clean up any excess fuel that may have spilt and double check at any leaks at all
of the fuel lines. Start the engine, and check again for any leaks. Make it a point to check and
replace the fuel lines under the car and in the engine compartment once a year. The hose is
inexpensive enough and well worth not having to deal with the smell or risk of leaking fuel.
Thanks for watching and be sure to stop by JBugs. All rights reserved. All images protected by
US and International copyright laws. No part of this website may be reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any means. All Prices subject to change without notice or
obligation. Not responsible for typographical or photo errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email
Address. Create a JBugs Account. Video Overview: For this video we are going to address most
all of the problems that can cause a VW Beetle to smell of fuel inside the car. In one case, you
may simply be annoyed with the smell and in the worst case the leaks can cause a fire. Follow
along, take notes and keep a fire extinguisher handy! Products in this Video:. Video Transcript:
In this video, we are going to address most all the problems that can cause a VW Beetle to smell
like fuel inside the car. We then lifted the access plate to the gear-shift coupling under the rear
passenger seat to take a look inside the frame - and what we saw is as below : The tunnel was
literally flooding with petrol under pressure from a fuel pump mounted under the bonnet - you
can see the damp patch in the bottom right of the picture.. So we inspected the hard-line
connection under the rear wheel arch more closely picture as below : The connection to the
rubber hose is itself sound - you can see the metal delivery pipe is dry around the connection.
However, the bottom of the metal delivery line is damp with Petrol. Given the visisble corrosion
on this pipe we presumed the pipe itself had pin-holed through with corrosion and was leaking
into the frame tunnel. Corrosion and leaking of this pipe does seem anecdotally via forums to
be becoming a common problem on old air-cooled VWs of our vintage. So we took the decision
to change out this hard-line and to replace it with a contiguous length of Marine Grade Fuel
Hose with a bore of 8mm to feed our twin Dellorto 40DRLAs We have seen this done before,

including in Beetle Crisis 2 I beleive. We then took a closer look at the connection under the
wheel arch - gave it a 'wiggle' and Good job we garaged the Beetle when we did.!! To feed the
new A1 Marine Hose through we opted to leave the old hard-line in place and to feed the hose
though the front frame-tunnel inspection cover plate. The cover-plate is located in-between the
upper and lower members of the front-beam as pictured below and is held on by two M6 bolts :
if the hardline itself was to be replaced then you would still need to remove the cover-plate such
that access to the 90 degree bend out to the fuel tank is facilitated as can be seen in the view up
the frame tunnel in the bottom picture, as below. We have drilled our cover plate to accept a
grommet through which our new fuel feed hose will pass. The A1 Marine Hose inner diamter
8mm has an outer diamter of 16mm - this needs to exit the rear frame-horn at an appropriate
angle such that the bending radius of the line is adhered too : without modification the original
orofice would have the new hose exit as below : Some filing of the orofice is required such that
an acceptable exit angle is achieved - as per the second of the below pictures.. Next job is to
start threading a guide-wire through the chassis frame tunnel such that the Marine Hose can be
pulled through. We started by threading a short section of Marine Hose through from the
gearbox support fork such that we could grab it through the gear-linkage access hatch. This
proved the fit of the Marine Hose through this section and gave us the means of pulling our
guide-wire back out through that section. In the image below you can see where we used a
telescopic 'grabber' tool to pick the Hose out of the access hatch It can be noted that we
inserted an M8 bolt into the hose end to make grabbing it simpler. To feed the guide-wire
through the chassis we used an 8 foot garden cane. We lashed the guide wire to
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the cane and then inserted the cane up the chassis tunnel through the front inspection hatch
as previously pictured until it reached the gearbox linkage access hatch. Using the grabber tool
as previous we grabbed the wire from the end of the cane and then withdrew the cane. We tied
the wire to the previously inserted length of Marine Hose as per previous photograph and then
drew the Marine Hose back out through the gearbox support fork at the back - the cable is now
threaded through the whole chassis from end to end.! To feed a Marine Hose all the way
through the chassis frame tunnel you will need approx 5 metres of Hosing. This can be seen in
the below picture This picture was taken after we drawn the Hose through the length of the
chassis. In the below picture we can see the achieved exit angle of the Fuel Hose as it leaves
the gearbox support fork of the chassis We pulled through sufficient length of hose to make a
direct connection to the T piece to feed each Dellorto carburettor.

